
modusCloud Integration for ConnectWise Manage
Giving MSPs a Better View of Their Customers’ Security

Core Concepts

➤ modusCloud integrates 
with ConnectWise 
Manage, allowing MSPs 
to view their active users 
and billing information

➤ With this integration, 
understanding your costs 
with modusCloud are 
easier than ever

➤ modusCloud offers 
powerful protection from 
spam, phishing, malware, 
ransomware and fraud 
executed through email

➤ modusCloud’s cloud-
based multi-tenancy is 
ideal for MSPs offering 
Office 365 and other 
cloud services

➤ Email Continuity, Email 
Encryption with DLP and 
cloud-based Email 
Archiving in modusCloud 
all offer more revenue 
while keeping clients safe 
and compliant

What You Gain

➤ Simplify and automate 
billing by eliminating the 
need for auditing invoices 
to customers and from 
Vircom, giving you one 
less thing to worry about

➤ Powerful email 
protection that creates 
security, trust and peace 
of mind for your clients

Vircom has always been driven to accommodate partners with 
the best possible solutions, allowing them to do and sell more 
while saving time by keeping their customers safe and secure. 
With modusCloud, multi-tenancy and easy management come to 
the fore as a powerful way to deliver email security, but Vircom 
has taken it a step higher, integrating this solution with our
MSPs’ PSA of choice: ConnectWise Manage.

What are the benefits of modusCloud’s ConnectWise 
Manage Integration?

Maintain visibility on your users and billing: The modusCloud integration for ConnectWise 
Manage provides an automated way of synchronizing the mailbox count of a company 
protected by modusCloud with its corresponding ConnectWise Manage Company. 
Furthermore, on demand, the MSP’s unit cost for modusCloud packages can be 
synchronized, making management of modusCloud for MSPs easier than ever before. 

Easy billing makes modusCloud 
perfect for ConnectWise Partners. 
Contact us to get powerful 
protection for your email today!

Contact Information
sales@vircom.com
Local: 514.845.1666
Toll Free: 1.888.484.7266 
www.vircom.com

A view of a completed integration between modusCloud and ConnectWise Manage
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